We love our ducklings! They are growing so quickly, I will send Tapestry updates for you!
We are revisiting the set 2 sounds again. We will focus on: ar, or and air. Please revisit the videos from
last term.
We are finding the RED words tricky, so we will keep on revisiting the ones learnt so far. Please do
practise at home.
In Literacy, we are looking at the book “Come on Daisy” by Jane Simmons. We will continue to do
whole class writing so that we can edit and improve our work, we are also writing about our ducklings!
We will also focus on maps and how we use maps to find out information.
In Numeracy, we are building on the composition of numbers to 5 we will continue to use the whole,
part, part model and we will introduce a 5 frame.
Things to remember: I think it is a “normal “week next week! Just remember Open classroom on
Monday.

Another lovely week! We all enjoyed our dance workshop yesterday!
Next week:
In English we will be looking at the Gingerbread Man. Later in the week we will practise real and
nonsense words.
In Maths we are continuing with measuring and looking at weight and mass.
In Science we are identifying and comparing common UK fish and amphibians.
In DT we are designing Tudor houses.
In RE we are identifying the links between Christian belief and behaviour.
In History we are thinking about why the fire spread so quickly in 1666.
Forest School, Music, PSHE and PE next week!
Please do send in the library books every Friday morning so that we can change them in time for the
weekend.

Here is what we will be doing next week:
English and Maths
Fun quiz practices!
Science
We will be continuing to explore habitats and their features. We will identify animals and plants which
live in these habitats.
History
We will be continuing to make our Great Fire of London non-fiction books.
RE
We will be exploring the meaning behind the parable of The Lost Sheep.
DT
We will be designing houses from 1666 in preparation for building them the following week!
PSHE-'Good to be different'
We will be exploring people's differences and why these should be celebrated.
Whole Class Guided Reading
We will be exploring the book How to build a House by Mick Manning.

